
Entrance
The defining feature of your home
DOORS



Cover Image

Colour   Matt Tomcat
Hardware   Yale 145 pull handle
Door type   PL00
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First 
Entrance 
Doors
A good entrance door does more 
than just provide access; it makes a 
statement.

The inspiring thing about the First 
range is that you can make any 
statement you like, from a nod to 
tradition in the form of tongue-
and-groove, to something clean 
and architectural in glass, to a 
declaration of your unique style with 
an individualised combination of 
patterns and colours.  
The common theme is quality.

First Entrance Doors are built to last 
with low maintenance, enhanced 
stability, security and thermal 
efficiency. What’s more, they are 
widely available wherever you live, 
thanks to a network of almost 40 
manufacturers nationwide. So make 
your statement with First Windows & 
Doors.

Plasma French Door

Colour   Arctic White
Hardware   Client Supplied
Configuration   PLA00
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Aluminium clad door for 
superior strength and 
durability

Solid foam core
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Why choose our 
expertly designed 
entrance doors

Thermal efficiency 

Insulated with a solid, premium 
grade foam inner core prevents 
the transfer of hot and cold 
temperatures for greater thermal 
efficiency for your home.

Aluminium construction

Constructed from aluminium for 
reliability and high performance 
under a range of weather conditions.

Security 

Multi locking technologies are 
available for the increased security 
of your home.

Acoustic performance 

Our doors reduce the transfer of 
noise into your home.

Low maintenance 

Our doors are easy to clean and 
require little upkeep to keep them in 
top condition.

Durability 

Our doors are built to last, expertly 
designed and built with the latest 
manufacturing technologies for 
maximum strength and stability.

Stability 

Built with durable materials, there 
is little risk of the door swelling and 
warping in damp conditions.

Colour options  

Using the colourfast technology 
of powdercoating, we have a wide 
selection of up-to-date colour and 
finish options available.
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Latitude
Features 

 � Aluminium clad doors 
combining tongue and groove 
boards in either a vertical or 
horizontal pattern

 � Sturdy frame around the door 
panel

 � Customisable options include 
dual colour schemes, glass 
inserts, thermally improved 
system, and a range of door 
hardware.

Vertical

Colour  Mannex Arctic White
Hardware  Urbo lever handle small
Configuration  LAT00
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Long Lite

Colour 
Light Cedar Woodgrain

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
LAT02

Half Lite

Colour 
Mannex Sandstone 
Grey

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
LAT01

Horizontal Triple 
Lite

Colour 
Mannex Ironsand

Hardware 
Porta Solo pull handle 
with Apex turn set

Configuration 
LAT102
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Vertical

Colour 
Dark Cedar Woodgrain

Hardware 
Yale 145 pull handle 
with Apex turn set

Configuration 
LAT00

Horizontal 
Long Lite

Colour 
Mannex Appliance 
White

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
LAT101

Horizontal

Colour 
Matt Gull Grey

Hardware 
Icon 1200mm pull 
handle with Apex turn 
set

Configuration 
LAT100
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Horizontal

Colour   Light Cedar Woodgrain
Hardware  Icon lever handle - small
Configuration   LAT00
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Plasma
Features 

 � Smooth, flat aluminium finish 
for a minimalist look

 � Customisable options include 
door size, dual colours to match 
interior and exterior and a range 
of door hardware 

 � Different finishes available 
including horizontal detailed 
lines, tongue and groove and 
glass inserts or cladding.

 
Other Plasma door 
options available 
include:
Slimline Plasma

 � A more economical version of 
our Plasma door offering the 
same look, with more limited 
options

 
Commercial grade Plasma

 � A thicker door with extra 
internal aluminium webbing for 
enhanced rigidity and durability.  
Limited customisable options 
are available.

Standard

Colour   Mannex Navy Blue
Hardware   Windsor Torch pull handle
Configuration   PLA00 
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Negative Detail

Colour 
Matt Intensity Flame

Hardware 
Icon 900mm pull 
handle with Apex turn 
set

Configuration 
PLA03

Standard

Colour 
Mannex Grey Friars

Hardware 
Icon 900mm pull handle 
with Apex turn set 

Configuration 
PLA00

Negative Detail 

Colour 
Matt Kauri 

Hardware 
Yale 3109 digital lock

Configuration 
PLA03
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Negative Detail

Colour 
Mannex Matt Black

Hardware 
Windsor 7181 pull 
handle with turn set

Configuration 
PLA04

Long Lite

Colour 
Mannex Wasp

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
PLA01

Standard

Colour 
Matt Wizard

Hardware 
Icon 1800mm pull 
handle with Apex turn 
set

Configuration 
PLA00
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Negative detail

Colour   Mannex Arctic White
Hardware   Icon lever handle - large
Configuration   PLA03
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Axis
Features 

 � Vertical tongue and groove 
panel design with clean, straight 
lines

 � Tall heights of up to 2.6m are 
possible

 � Available finishes include 
powdercoated  or woodgrain 
appearance.

Solid

Colour   Mannex Ironsand
Hardware   Orbit knobset  
Configuration   AX00
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Long Lite Custom

Colour 
Mannex Grey Friars

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
AX01 (Custom)

Solid

Colour 
Woodgrain Dark Cedar

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
AX00

Long Lite

Colour 
Mannex Sandstone 
Grey

Hardware 
Yale 143 pull handle 
with Apex turn set 

Configuration 
AX01

Twin Lite

Colour 
Mannex Scoria

Hardware 
Yale 143 pull handle 
with Apex turn set

Configuration 
AX02
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Twin Lite

Colour 
Mannex Metropolis Coal 
Dust

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
AX02

Long Lite

Colour 
Mannex Arctic White

Hardware 
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration 
AX01 

Standard

Colour
Mannex Tomcat

Hardware
Icon lever handle - 
small

Configuration
AX00

Three Lite

Colour 
Matt Sandstone Grey

Hardware 
Elemental lever handle 
- large Silver anodised

Configuration 
AX03
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Standard

Colour   Silver Pearl
Hardware   Icon lever handle - large
Configuration  AX00
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Classic
Features

 � Designed with rectangular 
patterns in either scrolled or 
contemporary edgings

 � Available with double glazed 
units set in the door, including 
arched options

 � Available in dual colour for 
separate interior and exterior 
choices.

Four Panel Solid

Colour   Warm White Pearl
Hardware   Mayfair Entrance Set
Configuration   CLA06
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Four Panel Solid

Colour 
Mannex Matt Black

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA06

Three Panel Glazed

Colour 
Mannex New Denim Blue

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA00

Three Panel Solid

Colour 
Mannex Bronco

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA01

Four Panel Glazed

Colour 
Mannex Scoria

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA05
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Three Panel Glazed

Colour 
Matt Mist Green

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA4105

Two Panel Glazed

Colour 
Mannex Sandstone Grey

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA4100

Eight Panel Solid

Colour 
Mannex Grey Friars

Hardware 
Miro lever handle

Configuration 
CLA07
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Three Panel Glazed

Colour   Mannex Silver Pearl
Hardware   Icon lever handle - small 
Configuration   CLA00
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Glass 
Plasma
Features

 � Clad in 5mm toughened 
glass sheets with a minimal 
aluminium edge

 � Available in a wide variety of 
colours and can be custom 
matched

 � Available in dual colour for 
separate interior and exterior 
choices

 � Flush flat surface finish.

Glass Plasma

Colour   Metropolis Electric Cow
Hardware   Yale 142 pull handle
Configuration   GPL00
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Glass Plasma

Colour 
Resene Galliano

Hardware 
Yale 3109 digital lock

Configuration 
GPL00

Glass Plasma

Colour 
Gloss Black

Hardware 
Icon 900mm pull 
handle with Apex 
turn set

Configuration 
GPL00

Glass Plasma

Colour 
Gloss Cola Red

Hardware 
Icon 600mm pull 
handle with Apex 
turn set 

Configuration 
GPL00
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Urbo 
H A R D W A R E
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Small

Handle 255mm h

Large

Handle 323mm h

Urbo features
 � Comfortable, smooth handles that can be powdercoated to your choice of colour.

Pull handle 
Lock is fixed separately to the door and is activated 
by a key or interior turn knob. A four-point locking 
system is available. Apex or Windsor turn sets are 
compatible with this handle.

Lever handle 
Offers multi-point locking, and when the handle is 
lifted upwards it activates locking rods at the top 
and bottom of the door for added security.

Small

Handle 120mm x 22mm 
with a base plate of 
212mm h x 32mm w 

Large

Handle 150mm x 30mm 
with a base plate of 
292mm h x 44mm w

Available inAvailable in

Refer to your local manufacturer for the full range
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Miro 

H A R D W A R E
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Lever handle 
Available in a variety of locking options. An upward 
handle movement activates multi-point locking. 

Pull handle 
Lock is fixed separately to the door and is activated 
by a key or interior turn knob. A four-point locking 
system is available. Apex or Windsor turn sets are 
compatible with this handle.

Handle 117mm x 13mm 
with a base plate of 
210mm h x 30mm w

Small

Handle 166mm h

Large

Handle 240mm h

Miro features
 � Contemporary classic die-cast handles, characterised by elegant, ergonomic curves

 � Can be powdercoated to your choice of colour.

Available inAvailable in

Refer to your local manufacturer for the full range
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Icon 

H A R D W A R E
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Available inAvailable in

Pull handle 
Fixed to the door on both the interior and exterior 
with a lock fixed separately. Apex or Windsor turn 
sets are compatible with this handle.

Lever handle 
A clean compact lever handle. Available in a variety 
of locking options. An upward handle movement 
activates multi-point locking.

325mm, 630mm, 930mm, 1230mm, 1530mm, 1820mm Small

Handle 110mm x 21mm 
with a base plate of 
210mm h x 30mm w 

Large

Handle 150mm x 30mm 
with a base plate of 
290mm h x 45mm w

Icon features
 � Strong, contemporary handles made of 316 grade stainless steel

 � A brushed stainless steel finish.

Refer to your local manufacturer for the full range
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Elemental 
H A R D W A R E
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Refer to your local manufacturer for the full range

Pull handle 
Available in two standard sizes but can be made 
to any length by special order. The pull handle is 
separate from the lock, which is operated by a key 
or snib.

Lever handle 
Snib or key operation is available for secure  
four-point locking.

Also available in custom lengths.

Small

Handle 125mm x 22mm 
with a base plate of 
212mm h x 32mm w 

Large

Handle 140mm x 30mm 
with a base plate of 
292mm h x 44mm w

Small

Handle 250mm h

Large

Handle 325mm h

Elemental features
 � Minimalist style handles that strive for simplicity and elegance

 � Made of ultra durable anodised extruded aluminium, available in either black or silver.

Available inAvailable in
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Porta 
H A R D W A R E
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Solo 
With a sleek rounded 
look, Solo is a modern 
design engineered from 
solid aluminium. The 
lock is fixed separately to 
the door and is activated 
by a key or interior turn 
knob.

Duo 
Duo is a modern 
crescent shaped design 
engineered from solid 
aluminium. The lock is 
fixed separately to the 
door and is activated by a 
key or interior turn knob.

Trio 
Three levelled peaks 
define the Trio handle, 
a contemporary 
square shaped design 
engineered from solid 
aluminium. The lock is 
fixed separately to the 
door and is activated by a 
key or interior turn knob.

Available in
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 
1800mm, 2100mm

Available in
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 
1800mm, 2100mm

Available in
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 
2100mm

Available in
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 
1800mm, 2100mm

Solo offset 
With a sleek rounded 
look and offset fixings, 
Solo is a modern design 
engineered from solid 
aluminium.  The lock is 
fixed separately to the 
door and is activated by a 
key or interior turn knob.
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Yale features
 � 304 grade stainless steel

 � A lock that is fixed separately to the door and is activated by a key or interior turn knob.

143 pull handle

Contemporary handles 
with a flush square look. 

Available in
300mm, 450mm, 600mm 
and 1000mm

145 pull handle

Contemporary handles 
with a square look. 

Available in
255mm, 375mm and 
525mm

142 pull handle

Contemporary handles 
with a round look. 

Available in
300mm, 450mm and 
600mm

Apex turn set

The Apex turn set provides the ideal locking solution for your entrance door. Providing 
a consistent finish to match your stainless steel pull handles, the Apex turn set allows 
for ease of use and secure locking.

141 pull handle

Contemporary handles 
with a round handle and 
square fixing.

Available in
300mm, 450mm and 
600mm

Yale 
H A R D W A R E
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Windsor turn set

Specifically designed for New Zealand conditions. A neat accompaniment to a set of pull 
handles offering easy and secure locking of your entrance door.

Windsor features
 � 304 grade stainless steel or powdercoated

 � A lock that is fixed separately to the door and is activated by a key or interior turn knob.

Polo pull handle

Contemporary handles with 
smooth, radiused edges.

Available in
300mm, 450mm, 600mm 
900mm  and 1200mm

Square pull handle

Square look 25mm x 25mm 
handles.

Available in
300mm, 450mm, 600mm, 900mm, 
1200mm and 1800mm

Round pull handle

Round look 32mm 
diameter handles.

Available in
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm  
and 1800mm

Windsor 
H A R D W A R E
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Mayfair 
An elegant locking entrance set 
that allows ease of use with added 
security of a key deadbolt and a 
choice of lever or knob for internal 
handle.

Alexander
An elegant locking entrance set 
that allows ease of use with added 
security of a key deadbolt and a 
choice of lever or knob for internal 
handle.

Features
 � Satin chrome finish

 � Deadbolt cylinder and 
turn knob available

 � Supplied as standard 
with 5-pin cylinders

 � Kit includes both the 
Hawthorn lever and 
Orbit knob, providing 
choice for the internal 
handle.

Features
 � Satin chrome finish

 � Deadbolt cylinder and 
turn knob available

 � Kit includes both the 
Hawthorn lever and 
Orbit knob, for your 
choice of internal 
handle.

Features
 � Satin nickel finish 

 � Adjust lock features and 
personalise settings  in 
the Yale app

 � Create up to 12 unique 
pin codes

 � Compatible with 
Android devices 
running 4.3 or later, iOS 
devices running 9.0 or 
later and Samsung Gear 
smartwatches running 
4.3 or later.

Yale Gripset 
P R O D U C T S

Assure Keyed
This digital entrance set incorporates 
the new Yale Touchscreen Digital 
Deadbolt with the styling of the 
Mayfair and Alexander gripsets.  
This stylish combo is easy to install 
and is ideal for both new and retrofit 
applications.
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Assure SL
This sleek and modern touchscreen deadbolt allows 
homeowners to enjoy the convenience of 100% key free 
locking/unlocking. You will never have to carry around 
your keys again. Create unique pin codes for friends and 
family and remove codes whenever you need to. 

The lock is Grade 2 certified and backed by Yale, one of the 
world’s best known brands in the lock industry that’s been 
securing homes since 1846, ensuring that your home and 
family is always safe.

Available in Matt Black, Satin Nickel & Oil rubbed Bronze.

7220 Digital Door Lock
The 7220 digital door lock is all you need on your front 
door. As a standalone digital lever, there is no need for an 
additional deadbolt lock, nor a latch or a separate door 
handle. Designed for single-hole doors (doors without a 
deadbolt). 

The 7220 digital door lock is easy-to-install and 
conveniently replaces existing lever locks or knobsets. 
Access is easy - simply enter your code on the keypad,  
pull down the lever and you’re in.

Smart Latch
The Yale Smart Latch allows users to retrofit their 
Nightlatches and have complete control over how they 
lock and unlock their door. Users can use a PIN code, key 
card or key tag to access their home securely.

Yale Access Kit
If you can control your music and heating from your 
phone, why not your doors? Well, now you can - with Yale 
Access you have full control of your door lock from your 
phone, no matter where you are! It is easy to lock and 
unlock, with a simple push of a button on the app you will 
be able to let your family, friends, cleaner, dog walker or 
the builder in instantly even when you are not home.

Yale Digital 
P R O D U C T S
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Surface 
Finishing
 
You can never have too many options 
when it comes to choosing a colour 
for your entrance door – which is why 
we have a large range of colours and 
finishes that you can choose from.

 � Please ask your manufacturer for a 
colour brochure to see our full range 
of powdercoat options, including our 
range of popular colours

 � Textured finishes such as Protexture™ 
and Mannex offer a low sheen surface 
finish highly resistant to marring 
and scuffing - specifically for use on 
entrance doors

 � When you are choosing door colours, 
always assess swatches in natural 
light and consider aspect and 
exposure influence

 � We have all of the Dulux powdercoat 
colours on offer, as well as more 
specific finishes.

Negative Detail 

Colour   Mannex Cola Red
Hardware   Yale 143 pull handle with Apex turn set 
Configuration   PLA04
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Textured 
Surface 
Finish
Feel the finish on this door to give you 
an indication of this durable surface 
finish.

It will feel and look slightly different to 
powdercoating on the windows and 
doors in the rest of your home.
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Fading and 
bowing
Dark colours may not be suitable for 
doors that are exposed to prolonged 
direct sunlight as this may cause the 
colour to fade, so careful consideration 
needs to be made when choosing your 
entrance door colour/s.  

Doors with a thermal polyamide strip 
built into them may experience slight 
temporary bowing due to the difference 
in temperature between the inside and 
outside of the door, especially when 
exposed to direct sunlight.  We stress 
that this is only a temporary effect and 
the door will revert back to its normal 
shape as the aluminium cools.  This may 
occur primarily with dark colours, so 
can be minimised by selecting lighter 
external colours or increasing cover over 
the door area.

Protexture™/
Mannex
A low sheen surface finish highly resistant to 
marking and scuffing – specifically for use on 
entrance doors.  There are a wide variety of 
colours available.  Please ask your manufacturer 
for a colour brochure to see our full range of 
powdercoat options.

Please note that the finish of the powdercoating 
will look slightly different to the powdercoating 
on your aluminium joinery.  See the door on the 
previous page for an indication of surface finish.

Intensity
There are six bold bright Matt colours in this 
Dulux DURATEC range, ensuring excellent colour 
retention and are exceptionally hard wearing.

Dual colour
All of our doors are available in dual colour, with 
the exception of the Slimline, Commercial and 
Plasma.  This means you can match the look 
of your internal and external colour schemes, 
rather than having to pick one look for both 
sides of your door.
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Dark Cedar

Light OakLight Walnut

Acacia Light Cedar

Woodgrain finish
This unique application gives the appearance of natural wood, with all of the benefits of an aluminium door.  

The colours shown above are indicative only.   
Consult your local manufacturer for an aluminium colour swatch.
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Axis

AX01 
SIDELIGHT

AX00 AX02AX01 AX03

Classic

CLA00 
SIDELIGHT

CLA01 
SIDELIGHT

CLA4105CLA00 CLA01 CLA05 CLA4100CLA07CLA06

GPL00 GPL00 
SIDELIGHT

GPL00 
FRENCH DOOR

Glass Plasma

Note:  Configurations are subject to change. 
Please confirm with your local manufacturer.

Plasma

PLA00 
SIDELIGHT

PLA00 PLA06 
TG/VH

PLA01 PLA01  
TG / VH

PLA06  
TG/VH 

SIDELIGHT

PLA04

Latitude

LAT00 LAT01 LAT02 LAT101 LAT102

PLA03

LAT100

Entrance door configurations
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Home of 
quality 
brands
The First brand is owned by APL Window Solutions, 
New Zealand’s leading window systems company.

At APL our primary focus is quality.

From aluminium extruding and surface finishing 
to specialised manufacturing and distribution, we 
continually invest in leading-edge products and 
processes.

APL also brings scale. We have New Zealand’s largest 
extrusion plant, an in-house powdercoating facility, 
and a manufacturing subsidiary for specialised 
aluminium projects. We use our own specialised 
distribution fleet to make sure the product arrives at 
our manufacturers in the best possible condition.

An extensive network of First manufacturers 
stretches throughout New Zealand. These 
businesses are individually owned and managed, 
with knowledge, expertise and skills to assist with 
your next building or renovation project. They are 
exclusive providers of the First range of products. 

See our website for manufacturer details, or visit 
your local First manufacturer to view our wide range 
of windows and doors.

firstwindows.co.nz aplnz.co.nz

Plasma

Colour   Mannex Matt Black 
Hardware   Yale 143 pull handle 
Configuration   PLA00
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